COMMON NAMES AND LATIN SYNONYMS FOR VACCINIUM MACROCARPON

AMERICAN CRANBERRY
BEAR BERRY
BLACK CRANBERRY
CRANBERRY
CRANBERRY,AMERICAN
CRANBERRY,BLACK
LOW CRANBERRY
OXYCOCCUS MACROCARPUS (Latin Binomial)
Ethnomedical list not requested in this search
Biological list not requested in this search
Compound list not requested in this search
CITATIONS ONLY FOR VACCINIUM MACROCARPON

E00072  WHAT'S THE USE OF CRANBERRY JUICE?
HARKINS,KJ:
AGE AGEING (2000) 29 (1) pp. 9-12 SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.
ST JAMES'S UNIV HOSP ELDERLY SERVICES DIRECT LEEDS ENGLAND

E00096  CRANBERRY, FEVERFEW, HORSE CHESTNUT, AND KAVA.
ROTBLATT,MD:
UCLA SCH MED NORTH HILL CA 91343 USA

E00555  OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CRANBERRY JUICE IN URINARY INFECTIONS.
MOEN,DV:
WISCONSIN MED J (1962) 61 pp. 282-283 SOURCE WAS AN ORIGINAL RESEARCH COMMUNICATION OR NOTE.
SHELL LAKE WI USA

E00674  CRANBERRY JUICE AND URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS: WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE?.
LOWE,FC: FAGELMAN,F:
UROLOGY (2001) 57 (3) pp. 407-413 SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.
COLUMBIA UNIV COLL PHYSICIANS DEPT UROLOGY NEW YORK NY USA

E02293  INTERACTION BETWEEN WARFARIN AND CRANBERRY JUICE
ALSTON,JL: LODOLCE,AE: SHAPIRO,NL
PHARMACOTHERAPY (2006) 26 (9) pp. 1314-1319 CLINICAL STUDY
UNIV ILL AT CHICAGO DPT PHARMACY PRACTICE COLL PHARM CHICAGO IL 60612 USA

E02294  INTERACTION POTENTIAL BETWEEN CRANBERRY JUICE AND WARFARIN
PHAM,DQ: PHAM,AQ
LONG ISLAND UNIV SCHWARTZ COLL PHARM & HEALTH SCI BROOKLYN NY USA
CITATIONS ONLY FOR VACCINIUM MACROCARPON

E02357 CRANBERRY PROANTHOCYANIDINS AND THE MAINTENANCE OF URINARY TRACT HEALTH
HOWELL, A:
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION (2002) 42 pp. 273-278 SOURCE WAS AN ORIGINAL RESEARCH PAPER.
RUTGERS STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY MARUCCI CENTER FOR BLUEBERRY AND CRANBERRY RESEARCH AND EXTENSION
CHATSWORTH NEW JERSEY USA

E02358 CRANBERRY FOR THE PREVENTION OF URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS
LYNCH, DM:
BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER NEW YORK NY USA

E02359 ARE CRANBERRY JUICE OR CRANBERRY PRODUCTS EFFECTIVE IN THE PREVENTION OR MANAGEMENT OF URINARY TRACT INFECTION
GRAY, M:
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF UROLOGY SCHOOL OF NURSING CHARLOTTESVILLE VA 22908 USA

E02361 BIOACTIVE COMPOUNDS IN CRANBERRIES AND THEIR ROLE IN PREVENTION OF URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS
HOWELL, AB:
MOL NUTR FOOD RES (2007) 51 pp. 732-737 SOURCE WAS AN ORIGINAL RESEARCH PAPER.
RUTGERS THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY MARUCCI CENTER FOR BLUEBERRY AND CRANBERRY RESEARCH AND EXTENSION
CHATSWORTH NJ 08019 USA

E02362 CRANBERRIES (VACCINIUM MACROCARPON) AND CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE RISK FACTORS
MCKAY, DLM; BLUMBERG, JB:
TUFTS UNIV USDA HUMAN NUTRITION RESEARCH CENTER ON AGING BOSTON MA 02111 USA

E02363 CRANBERRY JUICE AND URINARY-TRACT HEALTH: SCIENCE SUPPORTS FOLKLORE
HENIG, YS; LEAHY, MM:
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES, INC LAKEVILLE MA 02349 USA
CITATIONS ONLY FOR VACCINIUM MACROCARPON

E02364  THE ROLE OF CRANBERRY AND PROBIOTICS IN INTESTINAL AND UROGENITAL HEALTH
REID, G:
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION (2002) 42 pp. 293-300 SOURCE WAS AN ORIGINAL RESEARCH PAPER.
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO, LAWSON RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND DEPARTMENTS OF MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY LONDON ONTARIO N6A 4V2 CANADA

E02379  THE ROLE OF CRANBERRY JUICE IN THE TREATMENT OF URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS
GRIFFITHS, P
FLORENCE NIGHTINGAL SCHOOL OF NURSING AND MIDWIFERY KING’S COLLEGE LONDON ENGLAND

E02381  COMPLEMENTARY, HOLISTIC, AND INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE: CRANBERRY
SHAMSEER, L; VOHRA, S
UNIV ALBERTA COMPLEMENTARY ALTERNATIVE MED RES & EDUC PROGRAM DEPT PEDIATRICS EDMONTON ALBERTA CANADA

J17697  THE CRANBERRY JUICE CURE: FACT OR FICTION?
HOWE, SM; BATES, P:
AUAA J (1987) 8 (1) pp. 13-18 SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.

L06453  EFFECT OF CRANBERRY JUICE ON URINARY PH IN OLDER ADULTS.
JACKSON, B; HICKS, C:
HOME HEALTHCARE NURSE (1997) 5 (3) pp. 199-202 SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.
MED CENTER DEPT VET AFFAIRS BAY PINES FL USA

L07842  BOTANICAL PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH: OF CYSTITIS AND CRANBERRIES.
PATEL, N; DANIELS, I:
J ROY SOC PROMOT HEALTH (2000) 120 (1) pp. 52-53 SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.
MAYDAY HOSP DEPT MED CROYDON SURREY ENGLAND
CITATIONS ONLY FOR VACCINIUM MACROCARPON

L12541 FOOD GIVE THANKS FOR CRANBERRIES. CHEERFULLY TART. GREAT WITH TURKEY. AND FILLED WITH DISEASE FIGHTERS YOU WON'T WANT TO LEAVE ON YOUR PLATE.  
FREINKEL,W:  
HEALTH (2000) 14 (9) pp. 54-59 SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.

L14005 USEFULNESS OF CRANBERRY AND CRANBERRY POWDER IN HEALTH FOOD.  
NAKAMORI,K: NAKAJIMA,Y:  
NEW FOOD IND (2000) 42 (9) pp. 1-5 INFORMATION CODED FROM AN ABSTRACT. * CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS 134 192337 V  
KIKKOMAN CORPORATION JAPAN

L16344 PROANTHOCYANIDINS, A PROOF ON EFFICACY OF VACCINIUM MACROCARPON.  
SUMINO,M:  
FARUMASHIA (2001) 37 (6) pp. 529-530 INFORMATION CODED FROM AN ABSTRACT. * CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS 135 75876 E  
CHIBA UNIV GRAD SCH PHARM JAPAN

L16782 THE CRANBERRY-PROMISING HEALTH BENEFITS, OLD AND NEW.  
LEAHY,M: RODERICK,R: BRILLIANT,K:  
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES INC HEALTH NUTRI RES GROUP LAKEVILLE MA USA

L19868 CRANBERRY INGREDIENTS AND APPLICATIONS IN BREAKFAST FOODS.  
GIRARD,K: TRIPP,L:  
CEREAL FOODS WORLD (2001) 46 (10) pp. 456-460 INFORMATION CODED FROM AN ABSTRACT. * CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS 136 324216 H  
INC OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES LAKEVILLE MA USA

L19881 LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN CRANBERRY HEALTH RESEARCH.  
LEAHY,M: SPERONI,J: STARR,M:  
PHARMACEUTICAL BIOL SUPPL (2002) 40 pp. 50-54 SOURCE WAS AN ORIGINAL RESEARCH PAPER.  
INC OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES LAKEVILLE MA USA
CITATIONS ONLY FOR VACCINIIUM MACROCARPON

L24288 CRANBERRY FRUIT. VACCINIIUM MACROCARPON AITON. STANDARDS OF ANALYSIS, QUALITY CONTROL, AND THERAPEUTICS.
   UPTON,R:
   AMER HERBAL PHARMACOPOEIA THER COMPEND (2002) pp. 30PP-. SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.
   AMERICAN HERBAL PHARMACOPOEIA SANTA CRUZ CA USA

L26666 CRANBERRY (VACCINIIUM MACROCARPON AITON.).
   KLEIN,MA:
   NATION INST HEALTH DIV EXTRAMUR RES TR NATION CEN COMPL ALTR MED BETHESDA MD USA

L28335 THE AMERICAN CRANBERRY.
   NOWACK,R:

L29306 THE PHARMACOGNOSY OF CRANBERRIES(VACCINIIUM MACROCARPON AITON) AS A UROLOGIC DIETARY SUPPLEMENT.
   TURRNER,A: FARNSWORTH, NR: PAULI,GF:
   UNIV ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO PROGRAM COLLAB RES PHARM SCI COLL PHARMACY CHICAGO IL 60612 USA

L30550 CRANBERRY FLAVONOIDS, ATHEROSCLEROSIS AND CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH
   REED,J:
   CLIN REV FOOD SCI NUTRI (2002) 42 (SUPPL.) pp. 301-316 SOURCE WAS A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PAPER.
   UNIV WISCONSIN-MADISON DEPT ANIMAL SCI MADISON WI 53706 USA

L30551 CRANBERRY AND ITS PHYTOCHEMICALS: A REVIEW OF IN VITRO ANTICANCER STUDIES
   NETO,CC:
   UNIV MASSACHUSETTS-DARTMOUTH DEPT CHEM BIOCHEM NORTH DARTMOUTH MA 02747 USA